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Synopsis

Would you like to write more, write fast, and write well? Then this is the book for you. In "Dragon Dictate: Fast Track to Prolific Writing on Your Mac", you will learn how to use the Dragon Dictate application to convert your speech into text with speed and precision. You’ll also learn: how to optimize your Mac hardware for dictation; how to speak so your Mac understands exactly what you say; what you must remember in order to quickly edit your work; how to control your writing software with your voice; how to fix performance problems in Dragon Dictate; how to make dictation work even when accuracy is low; when to tap into the dictation feature built into Mac OS X.
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Customer Reviews

This book is a rare find because it sets out to describe how to use Dragon Dictate on your Mac and it does it in a very superior way compared to the materials that come with the application. It lost a star because it did not warn of the astonishing contempt for customers the company demonstrates (Nuance). The book is excellent, the application is good, the company that develops it is
unbelievably incompetent and stupid. If you don’t believe me buy the app and try to communicate
with the company over any issue that arises. I have dumped the app and gone with Mac’s own
dictation to text option - and it is FREE. However, having said that, if you wish to use Dragon Dictate
for Mac there is no better manual than this.

when I started back in Dragon playing and performing use for my multiple devices. it is well written
and being experienced with DNS this helped the transition over to Apple. many helpful suggestions,
and worthy of the little price. saved some other research time to complete many decisions I was
facing for evaluating SpeechRecogntion devices and software.reccomend: Yes. novice or expert.
good review.

A practical and focused mini guide to get started with Dragon Dictate. While the intent is to enable
writers to be more prolific (generate more text), there is plenty here for those using DD in a variety of
settings. The description of methods to improve accuracy was particularly helpful.

I was frankly hoping for more. I did learn some helpful hints and felt supported in my decision to try
dictation in my writing process. I had been hoping for more process. A few examples of integrating
dictation and typing for instance.However, this information is useful and presented well. A very quick
read.

What can I say ... It works as advertised. Easy install, good documentations, I talk; it types; I
proofread & edit. The book however has taught me aspects of the software that I knew nothing
about making a good tool better.
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